Epileptic Prodromal Alzheimer's Disease, a Retrospective Study of 13 New Cases: Expanding the Spectrum of Alzheimer's Disease to an Epileptic Variant?
Aside from rare case reports, only one study, with 12 patients, has addressed the phenotypic presentation of epilepsy in clinically defined amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI, presumed to correspond to the AD prodromal stage): the authors highlighted a pharmacosensitive non-convulsive partial epileptic syndrome most probably related to the temporal or temporo-frontal cortices. The objective of this study was to verify the existence and the syndromic features of epileptic prodromal AD in a tertiary Memory Clinic. We conducted a retrospective, single-center study of the electro-radio-clinical features of 13 cases of epileptic prodromal AD patients (3.1% of a cohort of MCI, n = 430 subjects), selected on both clinical criteria and CSF biomarkers. In our patients, a pharmacosensitive temporal lobe epilepsy syndrome, inaugurating prodromal AD, started at a mean age of 63 years (±12.8 years) and preceded MCI diagnosis by 4 to 7 years. At the stage of aMCI, median MMSE score was 26 and imaging showed mild hippocampal atrophy. After almost one year under treatment, cognitive complaints were not relieved but the MMSE score remained stable at 26 for 11 patients (2 patients were excluded from analysis because of the onset of aphasic or neurovisual symptoms altering MMSE scoring). Our data, in conjunction with those of the 12 previously described subjects, suggest the existence of a currently unrecognized inaugural epilepsy syndrome of sporadic AD. Such a syndrome could be called the epileptic variant of AD because seizures are its sole feature for more than 2.5 years.